
Response from Gay Gerlack, candidate for Mayor 

1) I support your stance on adopting a resolution opposing crude by rail through Martinez. 

2) AB 380 – Communities should know what is being shipped through their cities. 

3) Rail Yard – We must have sufficient security for this facility, terrorism is a fact, we must keep 

enact a protocol to make sure it is locked down. 

4) We cannot wait until there is a disaster to put measures in place to provide emergency response 

protocol. Oil and rail industries should contribute to the efforts. 

5) Asset or liability? Both, Shell often support civic groups with funding, but because of the 

dangerous nature of their product they need to do everything they can to provide the safest 

conditions and keep the residents free from pollution. 

6) The General Plan needs to address the concerns for a green environment. Solar and other 

energy venues need to be enacted. Long term goals should be the plan for all cities and towns. 

7) We all have concern regarding the air and other toxic emissions, I do not have the reports 

submitted to the city from the refineries. 

8) I would need more information to decide if Shell should be annexed by Martinez. The 

Greenhouse Gas project has its plus and minuses…the reduction of emissions…but the increased 

use of water is a real concern. 

9) I do not know, at this time, if the pipelines are monitored on a regular basis and if this 

information is submitted to the city and a matter of public record. If this is not the policy, it 

should be, citizens have the right to know what is being done to safeguard their families. 

10) Alhambra Highlands – I have worked on the Executive Committee of the Save the Alhambra Hills 

since its beginning. We need to do everything we can to save the hills. 

11) The Marina – What I envision for the shoreline is public enhancements such as kayak and bicycle 

rentals, kite sales, restaurant, a gazebo for events (weddings that would help downtown 

businesses), possibly a Maritime Museum housing the Joltin’ Joe and other Martinez maritime 

artifacts, repair and upgrades to our fishing pier, and public restrooms. I have heard some would 

like a hotel…I am opposed to this idea.  

12) I am against the Delta Twin Tunnels. 

13) My “pet project”, obviously saving the Alhambra Hills, but also saving other open spaces. The 

current mayor has stated that “permanent” does not always mean “permanent”…I disagree, our 

previously noted permanent open spaces need to remain permanent open space. 

 


